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In amongst a bundled lot I recently bought on eBay, was a DSE Q1418 multimeter. 
This unit arrived without the battery (due to postage regulations) and I noticed that 
one of the screws holding the back cover on was missing. I thought I would fit a 
battery to the unit and test it. These multimeters are quite handy as a general purpose 
meter and are accurate enough for general day to day use.

I already have a couple of Digitor Q1467 multimeters and this multimeter appears to 
have been made by the same manufacturer and re-badged for DSE, because at first 
glance, the units are virtually identical. An extra multimeter is always handy, so that 
several units can be left in strategic places for convenience, instead of having to go 
and get one from the workshop when it's needed.

After fitting a replacement battery, I turned the unit on, but nothing happened. I was 
sure that the battery was good, but I got out one of my other multimeters to re-check 
it. Sure enough, the 9V battery tested good at 9.56V, so there was obviously a fault 
somewhere.  With the unit  switched on,  I  then checked the voltage on the circuit 
board, where the battery cables were soldered to it.

Strangely, the voltage here was well under 7V. With the unit still switched on, I again 
tested the battery at its terminals and it was still reading 9.56V, so the fault must be 
somewhere  between  the  battery  and  the  circuit  board.  When  I  had  replaced  the 
battery, I'd noticed some slight corrosion on the battery snap terminals, but I hadn't 
thought it was that significant.

I cut the battery cables near the circuit board, bared the ends and grabbed a spare 
battery snap and temporarily connected it  to the cut  wires and turned the unit  on 
again. Presto. It now worked. So, why was this? Further investigation showed that the 
negative battery cable had suffered corrosion under the insulation where it connected 
to the battery snap, which had resulted in the conductor being turned into a “resistor”.

Once I soldered the new battery snap to the circuit board, I did some more checks on 
the multimeter  and I  found that it  appeared to be working correctly again.  I  also 
found  an  identical  screw  to  the  missing  one  and  I  replaced  that  while  I  was 
reassembling it. So, now I have an additional multimeter in my arsenal for general 
purpose use.

This was an easy fix for an obscure problem that, if not detected, could have resulted 
in a good unit being binned for the sake of a 20c replacement battery snap. Simple 
fixes like this are quite rewarding. Being able to return a unit with a simple fault to 
good working order again for very little effort and cost, saves yet another item from 
going into landfill unnecessarily.


